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Unity!
Fightback against austerity Young people in revolt
and unemployment
AmY Field

globAl pAndemic, and now the second recession within
11 years is the reality for a generation that has grown up in a
community organisations; the no Holding
we will all have to share the burden.
decade deﬁned by austerity. While the physical eﬀects of
FIGHTBACK
back campaign, led by ian lavery mp, laura covid-19 may have hit older people the hardest, it is young people
The communist party has produced an
Smith and John Trickett mp and supported
unemployment ﬁghtback pamphlet,
who have been hit hardest by the social and economic consequences
mollY broWn And AndY bAin
by Unite, and SoS For Jobs, led by Unite as laid on us by our incompetent Tory government.
highlighting the many issues facing working
well as many more unions.
class people under the neo-liberal proHe people’S ASSemblY against
perhaps the most blatant demonstration of the Tory governments
Although all these campaigns lead in the complete disregard for young working class people can be found in
monopoly alliance of the Tory government
Austerity has stood down its weekend
right direction they are limited to demands its shambolic handling of A level results. The use of an algorithm
and big business.
of activity due to the risks associated
on the labour party, government and
communists recognise that
with the rising level of covid-19 infections.
that actively discriminated against those from disadvantaged areas
employers. communists argue that the
unemployment is part of the capitalist
was characteristic of a government in which two thirds of cabinet
in a statement the Assembly said it
campaign will need to be much bigger. The members went to fee-paying schools, it is no wonder why such
system. That the real-life game ‘State
would not go ahead with its street-based
communist party calls for all trade unions ‘independent’ schools saw a 4.7% rise in top grades. it is to the
monopoly capitalism’ is being played out
demonstrations on Saturday 17 october
and community campaigning organisations credit of this generation that this blatant display of class interest did
with the State and the powerful elite
because of the rapid spread of the virus,
to join forces, to build an Unemployed
bonded together in an anti-working-class
not go unchallenged. Young people across the country, turned out in
made worse by the government’s failing
Workers movement for Full employment. mass protests and forcing a government U-turn. it was an inspiring
test and trace system, haphazard unlocking alliance, causing a systemic fault line in
There is also a model motion to be
capitalism – mass unemployment.
display of the genuine class consciousness by today’s young people.
and working conditions that allow its
communists urge that the ﬁghtback must circulated to union branches supporting a
in the wake of the murder of george Floyd, it has been
spread.
set of demands including lobbying the
now advance from the issue of austerity
predominately young people who have been active in demanding an
The original plan was for people across
government to extend furlough and
policies of Tory governments to date, to
end to police brutality and institutionalised racism. not conﬁned to
the country to assemble online, physically
prolong the period of no-evictions and
identifying the source of the problems
the US, protests in britain attended by mostly young people
and safely (where possible) to hold rallies,
also to allow all members made
workers face – the giant monopoly
demonstrated this generation’s clear recognition of capitalism’s role
marches and public meetings to demand
redundant/or unemployed guaranteed
corporations – and building a real antiin upholding racist power structures, and our desire to bring them
decent health; homes; jobs and education.
access to union services and organising for down. Furthermore, eﬀorts by young people in ﬁghting for climate
monopoly alliance
The communist party mobilised to
the next 12 months. most importantly
moving forward with the unemployment
justice continue to inspire, however, it’s clear that in the shadow of
support the actions and urged people to
urging the union to work collaboratively
ﬁghtback the communist party is involved
the upcoming wave of austerity measures we must go further.
join in and make it very clear to those in
The recession following covid-19 encapsulates the contradictions
government that working people won’t pay and working closely with others to produce with sister unions and within the people’s
Assembly and alongside other campaign
plans for the trade unions ‘building a
of the capitalist system. While socialist nations such as china, cuba
for the crisis!
organisations
movement against unemployment’.
and Vietnam were able to successfully combat the virus our
The lack of eﬀective action by the
The communist party is working
government’s shambolic response has left over 40,000 dead but
government to control covid-19 has already Although, still being developed, the paper
discusses the right to work and how current positively with other organisations calling for more so, will leave millions unemployed and potentially homeless.
drastically harmed our health and the nHS
a covid-secure people’s march For Jobs
conditions are allowing the rich and
Young people face moving into a world that has become incredibly
is at breaking point.
powerful to use the covid crisis as a power coordinated across the country to the Tory hostile to working class people. A world in which job opportunities
There is a jobs crisis across all sectors of
Spring conference due to be held in
grab which will inevitably cause more
are scarce, housing unaﬀordable and public services almost nonemployment: from manufacturing to
newport on 20 march next year where
existent. Having grown up in a post 2009 world however, this is not
hospitality, from transport to the thousands poverty and anger on the streets.
The plan recognises the urgent need for a they will assemble with a large
new, we are a generation that has been deﬁned by austerity.
of self-employed people working in arts and
demonstration organised by the people’s
movement of organised workers which
Young people must now act to combat the inevitable austerity
culture who have been told their jobs are
encompasses the anti-racist struggle into the Assembly and others. We urge all involved
measures that will be pushed upon us by the Tory government.
not viable. With hundreds of thousands
class struggle that calls for the unity of men in the working-class movement to be active initiatives such as the Ycl’s housing campaign look to highlight the
facing unemployment as furlough ends,
in this initiative. H
leading to millions as the inadequate ‘rescue’ and women.
issue of unaﬀordable housing and the prospect of mass eviction.
There is a response building within the
packages become a reality. The Universal
The need to build a united front against austerity is more necessary
working-class movement with campaigns
credit extra ‘covid’ payment is being cut
than ever, and as a generation that has lived through it our entire
mollie broWn iS A member oF THe
such as An Alliance for Full employment,
and sanctions reapplied, with many facing
lives, its time to have our voices heard.H
commUniST pArTY execUTiVe commiTTee,
headed by gordon brown, metro mayors
the real possibility of being evicted in the
AndY bAin iS THe pArTY’S indUSTriAl
run up to christmas. now they are telling us and labour party leaders in Scotland and
AmY Field iS A member oF THe YoUng commUniST leAgUe
orgAniSer
Wales supported by various unions and
that ‘rescue’ package comes at a cost and
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A new
situation in
Venezuela
Read up on the
developments in
Venezuela and how
the communists
are combatting
the counterrevolution.
These briefings
include an analysis
translated into
English from the
PCV and a
complementary
analysis from the
Americas
Workgroup of the
International
Committee of the
Communist Party.
www.communist
party.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/20
20/09/20Septembe
rCPVenezuela.pdf

T

FUTURE OF WORK CONFERENCE
On 5 December the Communist Party
hosts a path-breaking conference online,
bringing together union activists, those
leading the struggle for jobs, researchers
and professionals working at the cutting
edge of technology, including Artificial
Intelligence.
How do Marxists view the development
of work? Get answers and take part.
Registration opens on 1 November.

Tributes to the volunteers for liberty
Tributes took place throughout over the weekend 17-18 OIctober to
commemorate the International Brigade volunteers, 2,500 went from
from Britain and Ireland went to Spain as part of the International
Brigades to fight fascism and defend Spanish democracy.
526 did not return. October 17 1938 was the day the International
Brigades left Spain, after being honoured in Barcelona by the
Spanish people alongside whom they fought.The commemorations
were organised by the Communist Party o, and supported by the
International Brigades Memorial Trust (IBMT).

Back peace against
Azerbaijan and
Turkey aggression
On guard
against fascism
Fascism analysed and
exposed. £2

October saw London young
communists conducting
home to home leafleting on
estates in Cable Street,
scene (above) of the famous
Workers of all
1936 street battle when
lands, unite!
Londoners stopped the
A labour movement policy
police from forcing a fascist
on migration, labour and
march through East London.
refugees. £2
The three day campaign
included a street stall, giant
projection of a film on the Battle and
postering, with a banner display. On the
afternoon of the anniversary of the Battle, an online meeting attracted
hundreds of participants. You can join the thousands who watched the
recorded film afterwards at https://www.communistparty.org.uk/cablestreet-forever/.
The Communist Party executive has discussed how to take forward the
anti-racist and anti-fascist campaign in this important part of East London.
You can view the Morning Star report at
morningstaronline.co.uk/article/f/powerful-message-cable-street-today
A ground-breaking
pamphlet by the late Vishnu Challenge is the magazine of the Young Communist League online at
Sharma, published 1979, has https://challenge-magazine.org
been reissued with an
introduction by Tony
Conway convenor of the
party’s Anti-racist, antitaxation, while billionaires have increased
fascist commission. £2
TORIES
their wealth by more than a quarter
www.communistparty.org.uk
during the covid pandemic according to
rAde UnionS should beware
Latin America Imperialism
Part One Two centuries and resistance
the Swiss bank UbS'.
boris Johnson's 'build back better'
of neo-colonialism
britain's communists said the working
strategy because it will demand a
class now faces a full frontal attack not
high price from workers and their families,
only on jobs, living standards and safety
the communist party has warned
at work, but also on democratic rights.
Former teachers’ union president bill
in a statement the party said the Tory
greenshields told the party's online
government continues to drain powers
executive committee meeting that Tory
and resources from local government and
pledges to rebuild british industry and
and resistance
Latin America Imperialism imperialism
Part Two The challenge to
has shelved plans to devolve the powers
provide better and cheaper energy,
CPB
repatriated from the eU to the Scottish
transport, housing and health and
and Welsh parliaments..
education services could not be trusted.
The new danger is that trade unions
'Johnson told his party conference that
this programme of renewal and recovery will face new legal restrictions at the
same time as the government and big
should be led not by the state but by sobusiness demand wage restraint and
called free enterprise', bill greenshields
"sweetheart" and no-strike deals in return
said.
'This is the same free enterprise system for investment and training'.
CPB
The communist party’s executive
that had to be bailed out with hundreds
committee called upon labour and
of billions of pounds of public money
Latin America: Imperialism
progressive movement organisations to
during the banking and covid crises and
and resistance is a twounite in an anti-monopoly alliance, to
part publication that makes which can't even organise an efficient
turn sporadic action into a strategy of
track-and-trace service'.
sense of politics in this
resistance aimed at the big capitalist
'Working people will be expected to
vital region. Written by
corporations and their Tory
experts from both sides of fund the recovery and a new Trident
government.H
nuclear weapons system through
the Atlantic. £3.50 each.

Beware of Boris bearing gifts

T

£3 €.3.50

The Communist Party of Britain has condemned
Azerbaijan’s 'unprovoked attack' on Nagorno-Karabakh,
its continuing assault on Armenia and the direct military
involvement of NATO member Turkey. At a meeting of
the party's Political Committee on 7 October, the CP
backed the call from Armenia's Communists for an
immediate ceasefire, a negotiated settlement involving
the UN and the avoidance of any ethno-sectarian
mobilisations.
In particular, Britain's Communist Party condemns
the role of Turkey in providing hi-tech weaponry, air
power, regular forces and jihadi fighters as part of an
aggressive expansionist policy that has already seen
military involvement in Syria and Libya, conflict with
UNEMPLOYMENT
Greece and Cyprus and continuing attempts to seize the
The government’s furlough scheme oil and gas resources of the East Mediterranean. The CP
points out that this external aggression has been
ends shortly when, one million
combined with an abrogation of Turkey’s internal
vulnerable 16- to 24-year olds who
democracy and the recent arrest of most opposition
had been covered by the scheme
MPs including all representatives of the People's
will be looking for paid work, what
Democratic Party (HDP).
could be called the 'Covid
'Turkey’s action as a NATO member exposes the
generation', will be joining one and
hollowness of that organisation’s proclaimed objectives
half million already in the dole
of securing "lasting peace in Europe, based on common
queue.
values of individual liberty, democracy, human rights and
Boris Johnson in his Tory
the rule of law"', declared CP international secretary
conference speech promised a
John Foster.
‘dynamic recovery’ from the virus
He also noted that much of Azerbaijan’s hi-tech
crisis through major investment in
weaponry including military drones is supplied by Israel.
infrastructural development but
"We call on the British government to condemn
made clear that this was not the job
Turkey’s actions and use its membership of the UN
of the State but of free enterprise
Security Council to demand an immediate cessation of
and the private sector.
Bill Greenshields, co-author of the attacks on Armenia and a negotiated settlement of
disputed land", John Foster urged.H
Communist Party’s new pamphlet,
unemployment fightback, says that
‘this is not the vibrant recovery we
want to see! This is increasing the
power of the capitalist monopolies
which are responsible for the
process that destroys small
The oﬃcial results of the belarus presidential elections gave
businesses and throws workers into Alexander lukashenko 80 per cent of the vote and Svetlana
unemployment in the first place!
Tikhanovskaya 10 per cent. The results were recognised by russia,
We say that this must be led by a
china, Vietnam, Venezuela, nicaragua, Armenia and all other
government committed to meeting former republics of the USSr apart from georgia, Ukraine and the
the needs of the people ... and, erm three baltic republics. The results were challenged by the
... that’s not the bloody Tories!’
opposition, by the eU and the USA. The opposition, claiming
The pamphlet argues for a
victory, immediately set up a coordination committee to oversee
renewed fight against the dole,
the transfer of power.
looks at the capitalist causes of
Since the elections there have been regular opposition
unemployment and sets out a
mobilisations in the main cities of belarus, involving some
programme for working class
workplaces, during which it is reported that a number of
action.
demonstrators have been killed or injured by security forces and
many arrested.
bill greenSHieldS iS A Former preSidenT oF
The communist party’s belarus brieﬁng special gives some of
the background to these events.H
THe TeAcHerS’ Union nUT And Former
https://www.communistparty.org.uk/international-bulletin/
cHAir oF THe commUniST pArTY

How to understrand
events in belarus

£3 €.3.50

new books for the centenary of
britain’s communist party

BOOK
LAUNCH
On 14 November,
the first ever,
single-volume
history of the
Communist Party
written by the
Communist Part is
published.

Women & class
A new and updated
edition, for the ﬁrst
time in book form,
written by professor
mary davis. This
book is essential
reading for activists
in the women’s and
trade union
movements. 80
pages. £4.50

britain’s road to
Socialism
With capitalism in
crisis and its
champions in
disarray what better
time could there be
to launch an
updated, edition of
the communist
party’s programme
Britain’s Road to
Socialism? £3.00

red lives

A centenary for
Socialism
read Red Lives the
episodes from the
amazing and true
hundred years of
story of
britain’s communist
communism in
party covering the
britain, through the
political, economic
life stories, of the
and ideological work
party’s
of the party written
extraordinary rank
by a score activists
and ﬁle membership. and experts.
252 pages, with
300 pages with
photos. £9.99
photos. £10

On that day, we
will host an online
meeting ‘Making
history!’ where you
can hear from
some of the
twenty writers and
ask questions.
Book on sale from
14 November.

Autumn 2020
H bicentenary of the birth of Friedrich engels
John Green
H The communist party in the industrial
Struggle, part 2
Anita Halpin and Carolyn Jones
H communist internationalism:
completing the century
John Foster, Liz Payne, Kenny Coyle
and Rob Griﬃths
H marxism, Science and covid-19
Helena Sheehan
H Apocalypse! pandemic and pandemonium
in public History and imagination
James Crossley
H review: Red Lives Jonathan Havard
H Valediction Mike Quille
H Soul Food Fran Lock
www.communistparty.org.uk

‘The Morning Star is the
most precious and only voice
we have in the daily media’
Jeremy Corbyn
£1.20 weekday, £1.50 at weekends.
From your newsagents or online at
www.morningstaronline.co.uk

